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Improving Existing Wayfinding Theory for Hospital Environments
Thesis Project Definition
Introduction A hospital is an institution that provides medical, surgical or psychiatric care and treatment of
the sick or the injured. With those specialized purposes, a hospital has a unique environment
and hospital users have special needs and a wide range of personal characteristics.
People visiting or admitted to a hospital are often anxious. Losing their way or becoming
disoriented in a complex hospital facility increases anxiety and stress. Stress levels can
adversely affect the results of medical treatment.
Poor wayfinding design can elevate stress levels, which can adversely affect medical
treatment, and decrease
patients'
satisfaction with the quality of medical care.
This thesis attempts to add new information and considerations to existing wayfinding theory
to help designers be more successful in solving wayfinding design problems that still remain
in hospital environments. This thesis also provides solutions to spatial problems, and
suggests ways to reduce hospital
users'
stress.
The primary audience for this thesis is graphic and environmental designers, and any other
professinals working closely with wayfinding designers who will use this thesis as a model
for developing wayfinding design for other complex facilities. The secondary audience is
hospital users and staff who experience difficulty with finding their way in hospitals.




Wayfinding is the study and practice of designing systems that help people navigate and
successfully find their way to destinations within a built or natural environment. Today, many
large hospitals commission information designers to develop wayfinding systems for
their facilities. Hospitals present a particular set of challenges for design solutions that
successfully answer their wayfinding needs. Part of the difficulty is that graphic design alone





The visual aspect of wayfinding is only one of three kinds of information people use to find
their way to a destination. In addition to visual information, people use spatial information and
verbal information. Complicated hospital buildings present architectural issues that impact
wayfinding, especially when existing buildings are renovated with new additions. Having
hospital staff and receptionists available to answer questions also impacts wayfinding.
This thesis proposes new guidelines to help provide design considerations to decrease
users'
confusion and frustration in hospital environments. These guidelines will help graphic
designers address the complexities of wayfinding design for large, complex facilities.
Project Goal For the Designer
Expand considerations of visual, spatial and verbal information.
Serve as a model for other hospital wayfining systems.
Identify and explain the complexities of a hospital environment.





Improving Existing Wayfinding Theory for Hospital Environments
Precedents
Hospital Massachusets General Hospital
Boston, Massachusets
Design: Two Twelve Associates
1998
About the Project A hospital wayfinding system for Massachusetts General Hospital received a Society of
Environmental Graphic Design(SEGD) design award. The hospital is comprised of
eighteen public hospital buildings. The design team made a unified network throughout all
the buildings using the new wayfinding system. The system is based on routes and stops like
a subway system. People use ground-floor, color-coded routes to find their stop: usually
an elevator that takes them to their final destination. From there, building graphics guide




It is a good example of simplification, synthesis and unification of complex information in
hospital environments, and helps set the direction for the concept of this thesis.
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About the Project This design is based upon shadow play and celebrates a playful interaction between natural
and man-made elements found in the Arizona landscape. Individual shadow-play walls
create a rhythm and act as markers, defining the boundaries of the campus, and vehicular
and pedestrian pathways throughout. These walls also act as colorful exterior elements that
help mask the view of the rooftop systems from the freeway and the patient tower windows.
The neutral color scheme of the minimal directional and informational signage was designed
to contrast with and increase its recognition in this colorful environment. Floor space was
reserved in architectural programming for artwork that could serve as wayfinding landmarks
within the main circulation system.
Value for It is an important resource for understanding the relationship between environment and
signage The combination of simple wayfinding design and a warm colored interior makes
Project the hospital environment more comfortable to visitors.
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Hospital Swedish Covenant Hospital
Chicago, Illinois
Design: Eva Maddox Associates, Inc.
1999
About the Project Instead of a typical signage design, this hospital adopts a unique symbol system. A yellow
spiral symbol is used for the second floor, a red drop-shaped symbol is used for the fourth
floor, and a blue wavy line symbol is used for the fifth floor. Yellow, red and blue colors
are used to identify different floor levels. This system is clear and helps people find their
destinations easily. These characteristics of the signs reduce
users'
confusion in finding their
way inside the buildings. It reduces stress in the hospital.
Beautiful environments can soothe
users'
upsetting emotions The abstract shapes of
floor symbols and unique colors are well harmonized within the hospital environment.
The floor symbols show that shapes and colors can represent floors without using numbers.
It has been an important resource for developing a navigation system which depends on
color coding.
Second Floor Fourth floor Fifth floor






About the Project Art Director Kenya Hara and designer Yukie Inoue designed this wayfinding system for
Umeta Hospital. The system uses unique material: soft white fabrics for the sign design
and wayfinding system to increase
users'
emotional relief and familiarity with the hospital.
Because of the fabric, visitors feel that the hospital is a very clean and safe place. In addition,
for maintenance, the material needs only to be laundered. Ease of maintenance is one of the
strengths of this material.
Value for It is an effective idea for this thesis topic because it demonstrates a way to relax patients
This Thesis and other hospital users through design. This idea has influenced this thesis to approach
Project materials as a workable solution to address emotional issues by providing a more comfortable
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Hospital Monsanto Childcare Center
St. Louis, Missouri
Design: Hellmuth, Obata, & Kassabaum with Tempus Fugit.
2000
About the Project The hospital sign system received a design award from SEGDIEnvironmental Graphic Design)
in 2000. On Monsanto's St. Louis campus, the design team produced a whimsical sign
solution for the Child Development Center. Interior and exterior graphics use a mixture of
gestural, handwritten and classic typefaces within each legend to represent the combination
of children and adults that occupy the facility. All the sign elements use familiar residential
objects such as an oven mitt and toy blocks in their construction. Many came from purchased
toys and were reproduced for the sign content.
Value for Use of experimental material has influenced this thesis project. It uses certain products
such as an oven mitt, dolls, and toy boxes, changing their original functions to directional or
Project identificational functions for a sign. It influenced to this thesis project by suggesting
the combination of a sign's physical function and its emotional function. This thesis project
suggests sign design solutions for a hospital, which combined two functions: lighting for the
environment and the sign itself. To provide comfort for their young patients, the hospital signs
used familiar objects, colors and materials for children.
Restrcoffi
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Hospital Rush Presbyterian Hospital
Chicago, Illinois
Design: Com Corp. Inc.
1990's
About the Project The identification of the Rush Child Life & Snow City Arts Foundation Gallery needed to be
playful, but subdued so as not to compete with the children's artwork. The physicians had
an inspirational vision for their unit and established a rainforest theme to help entertain their
young patients.
Comp Corp modified the existing Rush Presbyterian Hospital's sign program by adding
photos of rainforest animals to provide unique and interesting imagery within an established
sign system. Visual images help to soothe the young
patients'
emotions.
Value for The concept of enhancing an existing system with additional elements has influenced this
thesis project. Adding unique visual images to existing signs is a useful way to improve sign
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About Research Research for this thesis project included studying existing literature on wayfinding,
wayfinding design, the definition of hospital users and hospital environments, and
the wayfinding sequence.
After gathering information for this thesis project, information was analyzed for understanding
the wayfinding sequence and identification of wayfinding problems in Rochester area
hospitals. The survey was conducted with visitors in two Rochester area hospitals.
Definition Wayfinding
Finding one's way to a destination; spatial problem solving comprising three interdependent
processes: decision making, decision executing, and information processing.
Arthur, Paul and Passini, Romedi. Wayfinding: People, Signs, andArchitecture
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1992
The art of using landmarks, signage, pathways and environmental cues to help first-time visi
tors navigate and experience a site without confusion. These cues should be well planned,
seamlessly connected and esthetically pleasing, creating, a positive first impression and a
sense of security, comfort and well-being.
Biesek Design




The visual diagram shows the individual components that make up a complete wayfinding
system. It includes not only signs, maps, and design, but also spoken and spatial information.
Information Design Unit-Wayfinding Overview
www.idu.co.uk. Date accessed: March 2004
Components ofWayfinding System
Signs Maps& Spoken Architecture Inclusive Pre-visit
Diagrams direction & layout design Information
Strategy Area map
Pre-vis it Circulation flow Accessible Websites
Design style Site plan Staff training Lighting information Letters
Product diagram Language Landmarks and layout Phone calls
maintenance
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Definition Hospital
An institution that provides medical, surgical or psychiatric care and treatment for the sick or
the injured.
Merriam Webster
Components of Hospital Environment
Original building structure
New additions




Site Evaluation As a part of the research for this thesis project, wayfinding systems in Rochester area
hospitals were researched and evaluated. The site evaluation was conducted at Monroe
Community Hospital, Highland Hospital, and Strong Memorial Hospital. They are major
hospitals in Rochester. To select appropriate hospitals in the area, each hospital's clientele,
building structure, and size were considered. They have unique and various characteristics.
This evaluation reports on The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Highland Hospital.
Site Audit To identify existing wayfinding challenges and to audit hospital user's perceptions and
understanding, a site survey was conducted with a sample of first-time and returning
visitors. The survey covered a wide range of users of various ages, and a variety of reasons
for visiting the hospital. It mainly focused on infrequent visitors in each hospital. The survey
was conducted at Monroe Community Hospital and at Highland Hospital.
The reasons for conducting this survey were to discover what hospital users thought about
the existing wayfinding systems in the hospitals, identify what methods users employ in
finding destinations, and identify how many users depend on a wayfinding system.
Highland Hospital
from January 29 to February 10, 2004
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 50
Monroe Community Hospital
From January 30 to February 20, 2004
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 30
10
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Research Monroe Community Hospital
Hospitals This is a hospital that provides long-term care and rehabilitation programs for all ages.
in Rochester They don't provide emergency care or surgery. The hospital has a long history and a unique
appearance. The hospital has design limitations. To preserve the building environment,
it didn't allow any protruding signs inside the facility. It opened in 1931. New building
construction was completed in 1933, and building renovation was completed in 1995.
Highland Hospital
This is a hospital that provides women's care, gastric bypass programs and primary care.
It has a long history, but the inside structure looks modern. Because of continuous building
renovation and construction, the hospital uses new and old sign design formats; old in some
places, new in others. It opened in 1889. The interior renovation is ongoing in 2004.
Strong Memorial Hospital
This teaching hospital is part of the University of Rochester and provides a comprehensive
range of general and highly specialized services with a 750-bed care center. The hospital is
one of the largest hospitals in the area, and the building's architecture is very modern.
The wayfinding system was developed by a group of wayfinding specialists in 2000.
The parking lot extension is ongoing in 2004.
11
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Hospital User Hospital users are divided into three groups.
The first user group includes people who receive medical service. The second user group
includes people who visit a hospital to see patients. The third user group includes people who
provide medical and other services.
If the wayfinding system is easy for first-time visitors, it will be clear for most users. This
thesis project focuses on users unfamiliar with hospital environments: outpatients and
one-day patients, and family members and friends who are new or infrequently visit
a hospital.
Patients Inpatients a patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for
treatment that requires more at least one overnight stay.
Outpatients a patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for
treatment that does not require an overnight stay.
One-day patients a patient who is periodically admitted to a hospital or
clinic for treatment that requires either one day or
one overnight stay.
Emergency-room patients a patient who is admitted to a section of a health care
facility which provides rapid treatment to victims of
sudden illness or trauma.
Users of ancillary services a patient who uses ancillary services in a hospital.
People Related to Family, friends
Patients
a person who visits a hospital to see a patient or
bring a patient to the hospital.
Staff Medical staff doctor:
a person who is trained in the healing arts and
licensed to practice.
nurse:
a person who is educated and trained to care for
the sick or disabled.
Hospital staff administrators, facility staff,
social workers, religious representatives, volunteers.
12
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Hospital User There are various users in a hospital. They have different physical and cultural backgrounds.
Characteristics According to
users'
health conditions and emergency or non-emergency situations, they have
various emotional characteristics that have an impact on their ability to find their way in
a busy, complex hospital environment.
User's characteristics could affect a wayfinding process in a hospital. For example, if people
lose their way, they will be late for, or miss, their appointments. They may get angry
and frustrated. Their stress levels may affect medical test readings. They will find the site
inaccessible. They will develop a poor opinion of the hospital. Staff will spend more time
giving directions to visitors.
This is a possible problems list of hospital visitors. It was researched and defined through
interviews with hospital administrators and hospital users.
Emotional States
stress, fear, anxiety
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Wayfinding According to an article, An overview of three wayfinding systems, (Steve Aust, signweb.com.
Information Date consulted: April. 2004) wayfinding is essentially a succession of clues comprising visual,
audible and tactile elements. The components of any visual wayfinding system include
signs to encompass architecture, lighting, landscape and landmarks. This article develops
wayfinding information criteria: There are three primary kinds of information that help
people find their way in a built environment: visual information, verbal information, and
spatial information.
Visual Information
signs: direction, confirmation, identification, caution, regulatory, and other signs.
color coding
symbols and other visual images: visual images that represent certain units and departments,






building structure, new additions
wings, units, levels, departments
intersections, corridors
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Site Evaluation To discover and document wayfinding difficulties, a local hospital's wayfinding system was
evaluated. To evaluate a hospital, choose a hospital and target the wayfinding route for
evaluation. Based on the existing wayfinding system and verbal descriptions by hospital staff
at the information desk in the main lobby, the author had to find a unit and a room.
Highland Hospital For site evaluation, Highland Hospital was chosen for this thesis project.
The hospital is a major hospital in the area.
The hospital is an appropriate size(not too big or too small to handle the evaluation)
The hospital has a range of visitors with different needs.
The hospital has a sufficient number of visitors(not too many or too few for the evaluation)
The hospital has an existing wayfinding system.
Intended For the evaluation, the author chose a certain destination from the main lobby. The first
Wayfinding Route destination is The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center in Highland Hospital. The Hartfelder
Family Maternity Center is one of the most frequently visited places in the hospital. The route
from the main lobby to the unit is a very short one, but it has several wayfinding design
challenges related to confusion with the system itself and the building structure.
? Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
D Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
15
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Evaluation Site
Synthesis
Enter the Main Lobby
Sign Directional Sign
Sequence Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action
of the User





Consistency is an essential requirement for an effective wayfinding system If a system uses
different sign designs, people may become confused and think the signs have different
purposes even though they direct them to the same area.
There are directional signs for the entrance to the hospital and the main lobby. They have
the same purpose, but directional signs in this area use different formats with different
typefaces, color, and materials. One has all capital letters and the other has both upper and
lower case letters.
Environmental Issues
There is a lighting problem near the hospital entrance sign. It is a dark, unlit area, and signs
are difficult to read.
16
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Evaluation Site Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
Sign Identification Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Main Lobby
Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311








This hospital has at least two sign design systems: one old and one new. Some places use
old signs, other places use new signs. The identification signs at the information desk are
a recent design solution.
There are two separate areas, labeled information desk and surgical information. Each sign
clearly identifies the information desk and surgical information and uses the same format with
typeface, size, color, and good legibility The signs at the information desk in the main lobby
are part of a recent design solution. There is no problem in this area; the problem is that the
recent design solution was not applied consistently along the route from the main lobby to
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center.
17
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Evaluation Site Use Purple Elevator
Sign Directional Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Mam Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
D Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action To go to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center on the third floor, follow signs and colors that
of the User represent The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. Get in the purple elevator that moves from





There is a sign to direct and identify the purple elevator. The hospital uses two different
elevator sign designs. Signs use a range of materials, and sizes. Lettering, size, typeface and
colors are different. The purple elevator sign uses only capital letters; some other elevator
signs use upper and lower case letters. The sign designs are not consistent within
the wayfinding system.
Visibility Problems
The purple elevator sign is too small to see and read for the viewing distance. Compared to
the purple elevator sign, the blue elevator sign is easy to see and read clearly.
Environmental Issues
Lighting problems. It is dark and difficult to find and read the elevator sign.
Blue Elevators .
Serves Floors 1-7 "T
I
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Evaluation Site Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Sign Identification Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Arrive at the third floor, exit from the purple elevator. Find the area identification sign for
of the User The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center.
Potential Design Inconsistency
Problems There are several area identification signs at The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. This is
Identified the first identification sign that is placed on the wall in front of the purple elevator. Visitors can
see this sign as the elevator door opens. It is one of several identification signs in the area.
Each area identification sign has a different format with different mounting formats,
typefaces, materials, type sizes, sign sizes and use of visual imagery.
19
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Evaluation Site Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Sign Identification Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action After exiting the purple elevator, read and follow signs to go to the information desk at




There is another sign that serves as an area identification. It has a motto: Where family
ties begin. The purpose of the motto is to identify the area and to convey this unit's
family-oriented philosophy to visitors. At the main decision point, this is the first intersection.
There is an area identification sign with different formats: typefaces, colors, visual imagery
and materials.
Design Inconsistency
The signs uses different design formats, typefaces, materials, finishes, colors, type sizes,
and sign sizes.
20
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Evaluation Site Find the Pathway to Information Desk
Sign Directional Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action After coming to the first intersection, decide on a direction to get to the information desk






Directional signs in the pathway use different materials, typefaces, and arrow shapes.
Problematic Location of Signs
This is a directional sign that leads people to the information desk at The Hartfelder Family
Maternity Center. It is placed in the top right corner above a glass door, to the right of
the pathway. The location is such that it is easy to pass by without seeing the sign.
Environmental Issues
There is a lighting problem; the sign is in the shadows cast by the overhead fixture.
21
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Evaluation Site Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Sign Identification Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Main Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Arrive at information desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center.




There is no identification / confirmation sign for the information desk at The Hartfelder Family
Maternity Center.
22
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Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Sign Room Identification Sign
Sequence ? Enter the Mam Lobby
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
D Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
LI Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Follow directions given by a receptionist at the information desk of The Hartfelder Family
of the User Maternity Center. Arrive at room 31 1 .
Potential There is room identification that is changeable with a visual image -- a lilac that represents
Problems the Family Maternity Center. It uses the same color and same visual image as one of the area
Identified identification signs.
23
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Conclusion of Site Evaluation
According to the evaluation of this hospital, there are three problem categories in this
wayfinding route from the main lobby to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center, and
the reverse route.
Conclusion of Sign inconsistency problems
Problems This hospital uses different design systems with different materials, finishes, typefaces, type
Identified sizes, sign sizes, and colors.
Inappropriate position of signs
Signs need to be placed in better positions. Some signs are placed in positions that people
can easily pass without seeing and they are difficult to read and follow.
Environmental problems
Some signs need more lighting to help people see, read, and follow them. Other signs need
to be displayed in a better place for people to find and follow more easily.
24
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Wayfinding Obstacles
Wayfinding Through the hospital research, site evaluation and site audit, wayfinding difficulties were
Obstacles identifed. According to the difficult characteristics identified, there were four categories.






Wayfinding system has categories in which hospital users may have difficulty in
understanding messages. Wayfinding system's success is related to how well it leads visitors
to places that they want to reach. It consists of the signs listed below. A well-designed







Sign design impacts to how well visitors can read signs and follow them. The following
factors impact communications:
Size of signs
Size of text typography
Clarity of colors
Color contrast between text and sign background








Obstacles Problem areas identified where hospital users have difficulty following some routes.
Environmental issues can cause people to be confused by the number of buildings and









Problem areas identified which hospital users have more difficulty or perceive more difficulty
in finding their way because of emotional, physical and language problems.





Lack of familiarity with a hospital
Lack of information about a hospital
Lack of information about their condition
Physical difficulties
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Application The ideation phase explored several possibilities for the application in the thesis project.
Development The purpose of this thesis project is to develop a model for hospital wayfinding designers.
To be a prototypical model for designers, the application should show the concepts of
hospital environments and wayfinding, and provide considerations for wayfinding design,
and a model of design process. The application should show these elements at once.
The following mindmap is for decision making of an application format for the thesis project.
Based on the mindmapping phase, a guidebook was determined to be the best application
format. The main goal of the application for the thesis project was to suggest a protypical
model for designers and to explain wayfinding.
The application, Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments, can present
information at once about wayfinding for designers who need to develop a wayfinding
system for a hospital. It also presents design considerations and a wayfinding design example
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Content Contents of the guide were developed based on the previous research and synthesis phase.
Development The information in the guide is what designers need to know and consider when they
develop wayfinding systems. Based on the guide book, designers can better understand
wayfinding in a hospital. They can use design implementation as explained in the guidebook
as an example for their design development.
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Model Design In the application, sign design for The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Highland Hospital
Development was developed as a model wayfinding design for other often-visited, specialized units within
a hospital or other complex facilities.
Highland Hospital is a major hospital in the Rochester area which mainly provides women's
care. The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center is one of the most popular units in Highland
Hospital. It provides care for newborn babies and their mothers.
To develop the wayfinding design, the designer needed to ascertain the route from the main
lobby to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. This route is one of the most frequently
used routes in the hospital. Next, the designer evaluated the route and the wayfinding
difficulties along the route. Based on the results of the evaluation, a sign design was
developed to facilitate
visitors'
journey to the center.
Enhancing aWayfinding System
Color decision:purple
It is a color that has long represented the Hartfelder Family Maternity Center, the third floor,
and the elevators that provide service from the main lobby to the third floor, so the designer
incorporated its use in the design solution.
Typeface Decisions
In selecting an appropriate typeface for a sign design, there were two
main considerations
harmony with the hospital's modern looking environment and
communication with users.
It follows ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities(ADAAG) and SEGD's
White Paper.
Material
Internally illuminated signs work as lighting for the area,
and as a way to increase legibility of
signs for visitors. The main material is an acrylic panel with a cutvinyl text. The material
decision was influenced by design solutions at Monsanto Childcare Center that achieve two
functions: patient's relaxation and room or area identification. The design solutions in this
thesis project also serve two functions: as a sign and as
lighting.
Other Possible Solution Suggestions
Kiosk and eletronic information panels are possible materials
for signs, mainly for
confirmation and navigating any area in the
hospital.
29




Sign solutions for The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Highland Hospital
For suggested prototypical wayfinding solutions, the designer developed sign designs for
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center in Highland Hospital that was evaluated by
the designer during the research phase The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center is the most
frequently visited place in Highland Hospital. There were many sign design problems such as
design inconsistency, environmental problems, and visibility and legibility problems.
The wayfinding solutions were applied and reported in the application of this thesis project,
Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments . The full application is available in
Appendix D.
The route from the main lobby to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center requires three sign
categories: a directional sign, an area identification sign, and a room identification sign.





The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center






The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Purple Elevator
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
30







The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
To Information
?$????The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Ideation Sketch 3
To Information
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Ideation Sketch 1
Area Identification Sign
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Model Design Room Identification Sign
Development Patient's room
The following sketches are room identification signs. The other signs are internally illuminated
signs. But this room identification sign uses a flat acrylic material with a transparant window
for the inserted information The name of the unit, visual imagery, room number, and braille,
are fixed on the room identification sign. The bright gray section is a flexible area and is
covered with a piece of transparant acrylic material. The patient's name will be printed on
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Intermediate Evaluation
Site Audit: Highland Hospital and Monroe Community Hospital
Survey To find existing wayfinding problems, the author conducted a survey in Highland Hospital and
Questionnaire in Monroe Community Hospital. A survey questionnaire was developed to evaluate
visitors'
wayfinding progress inside a hospital. Survey questionnaires and final results are available in
appendices A and B. The questionnaire asked about
visitors'
use of the wayfinding system
while moving from the hospital's main lobby to their final destinaion and back again.
The questionnaire covered these issues:
Profile
Information sent prior to visit
Reception desk
Journey from reception desk to first destination
Destination
Going to other places in a hospital
Finding the way out
Level of stress
Result This evaluation is based on analyzing the responsed to surveys; fifty from Highland Hospital
and thirty from Monroe Community Hospital. The responses from survey questionnaires are
summarized as follows. Through the survey, the author knew what
users'
thought about the
signs, what they found difficult, and
users'
dependence on their wayfinding process.
Profile
Survey attendees were asked to report personal information; age, reason for hospital visit,
frequency of visits, to help the designer understand user characteristics in each hospital.
age: most of the survey attendees in both hospitals range in age from 35 to 64.
reason: most visit hospitals as a family member or a friend visiting a patient.
Information Sent Prior to Visit
This focused on the clarity of pre-visit information that users received before visiting. Written
directions and maps were the main pre-visit information. Visitors were informed where they
needed to go before visit ing the hospital.
Highland Hospital
27 out of 50 people agreed that pre-visit information was easy to understand.
Monroe Community Hospital
21 out of 30 people agreed that pre-visit information was easy to understand.
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Intermediate Evaluation
Site Audit: Highland Hospital and Monroe Community Hospital
Result Reception Desk
Survey attendees were asked to report difficulties in finding the reception desk. In general,
visitors found no difficulties. Signs for the information desk were clearly shown to visitors in
both hospitals.
Highland Hospital
47 out of 50 people had no difficulties finding the reception desk.
Monroe Community Hospital
26 out of 30 people had no difficulties finding the reception desk.
Journey from Reception Desk to First Destination
Survey attendees were asked to report their difficulties in finding their destinations, usage
and dependence of signs while on their journey, ease of following signs, visibility issues of
signs, clarity of messages, ease of communication to visitors through colors, and maps in
each hospital.
Highland Hospital
40 out of 50 people had no difficulties finding their destination.
Monroe Community Hospital
28 out of 30 people had no difficulties finding their destination.
Highland Hospital
45 out of 50 people used signs to find their way.
Monroe Community Hospital
14 out of 30 people used signs to find their way.
Destination





45 out of 50 people answered that signs helped them know
that they had reached the area or
room they were looking for.
Monroe Community Hospital
29 out of 30 people answered that signs helped them
know that they had reached the area or
room they were looking for.
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Intermediate Evaluation
Site Audit: Highland Hospital and Monroe Community Hospital
Result Going to Other Places in the Hospital
Survey attendees were asked how signs help them to find other places from their first
destinations.
Highland Hospital
46 out of 50 people answered that signs helped them to go to other places.
Monroe Community Hospital
12 out of 30 people answered that signs helped them to go to other places.
Finding the Way Out
This section focused on signs that help people return to the main entrance to exit
the hospital. Most users in Highland Hospital got help from signs to find their way out,
but nearly half of the users in Monroe Community Hospital didn't get help.
Highland Hospital
47 out of 50 people answered that signs helped them to exit the hospital.
Monroe Community Hospital
13 out of 30 people answered that signs helped them to exit the hospital.
Level of Stress
This section focused on
users'
feelings when they arrived at and went inside each hospital.
Most
users'
responses were neutral when they arrived and got inside the hospital.
Highland Hospital
32 out of 50 people answered that they felt neutral when they arrived.
Monroe Community Hospital
24 out of 30 people answered that they felt neutral when they arrived.
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Overview of The final application is Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments.
Hospital The first section is information about a hospital. The purpose of this section is to familiarize
designers with all aspects of this particular kind of public environment. This section presents
general information about a hospital: definition of a hospital, and an overview of hospital
environmental characteristics.
It also provides information about hospital users. A hospital is a specialized facility for patients
who have unique purposes and various levels of familiarity in hospital environments. Various
user characteristics can affect the wayfinding process. When visitors come to a hospital for
the first time with serious health problems and another language rather than English, they
feel uncomfortable in the unfamiliar environment. Health conditions affect their dicisions, and
understanding the language also affects their wayfinding process. Designers have to
understand the
users'
characteristics and consider those special circumstances when they
develop wayfinding systems for hospitals.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Overview of Hospital
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The second section is about wayfinding information and sequence. The purpose of this
a Hospital section is to let designers understand the concept of general wayfinding, and information
that is used by visitors in the wayfinding process. This section presents definitions of three
aspects of wayfinding information: visual information, verbal information, and spatial
information. Before developing a wayfinding design, designers have to be fully aware of these
three aspects the relationship among them. As visual information, signs contain major
information that helps people to look for their destinations. Verbal information is a spoken
direction by people. When people describe a route, they mention signs on the route The
signs are developed by designers, so designers have a direct influence on visual information
and have a potential influence to verbal information. Spatial information is a building
structure and the layout of building space. Designers can alleviate spatial complexity through
sign design. Another part of the section is the wayfinding sequence. This is
visitors'
wayfinding progress, including the exterior and interior environment. When designers need
to evaluate hospital environments, they can use the sequence diagram for making a problems
list and solution categories.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Wayfinding in Hospital-- information and sequence
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Checklist The third section includes a design considerations checklist for wayfinding designers.
The purpose of the checklist is to suggest wayfinding considerations for wayfinding
designers and others who need to improve wayfinding design for other hospitals. When
designers need to develop a wayfinding design, they can use the checklist to evaluate
a hospital for understanding environmental characteristics and defining existing wayfinding
problems before improving the design. Designers can also use the checklist for sign design
evaluation after designing new signs and redesigning sign system. The checklist has four
categories: environment, user characteristics, wayfinding system, and sign design.
The considerations of the environment category are for understanding spatial characteristics,
the user characteristics list is for understanding
users'
characteristics, the wayfinding system
list is for understanding navigation and communication in the site, and the sign design list is
for understanding visibility and clarity of existing or developed sign design.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Checklist for Designers: design considerations
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Design The third section is enhancing an exisiting wayfinding design for a hospital. The purpose of
Implementation this section is to show a prototypical design solution for other designers. The design solutions
are developed for The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Hignland Hospital. The hospital
site and signs are evaluated based on the checklist in the second section of the guide.
The sign design solutions reflect the result of the evaluation.
According to the wayfinding sequence diagram, the site was divided into the following areas:
Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
Use Purple Elevator
Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Proceed to Patient's Bedroom
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Design Implementation
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Intended action of the user
Identified problems
Solution
The existing directional sign for the purple elevator is displayed in front of the purple
elevator in the main lobby. The size of the sign and text size are too small to see and read
for the viewing distance. There are few lights in the area, so the sign's legibility is furthered
reduced by the lighting. To solve these problems, the designer developed a sign design.
The definition and function of a poor directional sign, the improved sign design solution, and
the design considerations list that was used for developing this sign design are described in
this section.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Design Implementation
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Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Implementation aspects addressed:
Wayfinding sequence
Intended action of the user
Identified problems
Solution
Signs in The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center have several designs for area identification
and direction. The designer developed sign design based on site evaluation and made
an improved sign design. The developed sign design and the definition and function of the
identification sign were presented, and the design considerations list that was used when
the design was developed is introduced to show what the designer reflects in the improved
sign design.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Design Implementation
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Intended action of the user
Identified problems
Solution
Directional signs to the Information Desk were displayed in the waiting area, the main
intersection, and the pathway to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. The improved
directional sign was moved from its the previous location to the main intersection to help
visitors see the sign more quickly than before. The developed sign design and the definition
and function of the directional sign are presented here, and the design considerations list that
was used when the design was developed is introduced to show what the designer envisions
for the improved sign design.
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e Intended action of the user
Identified problems
Solution
There was no identification sign in the information desk of The Hartfelder Family
Maternity Center. Through the site evaluation, the designer understood the necessity of
an identification sign to confirm arrival at the information desk of the center. The developed
sign design and the definition and function of the directional sign are presented here, and
the design considerations list that was used when the design was developed is introduced to
show what the designer envisions for the improved identification sign design.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Design Implementation
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Proceed to Patient's Bedroom
Implementation aspects addressed:
e Wayfinding sequence
Intended action of the user
Identified problems
Solution
The identification of a patient's bedroom requires one to identify the name of the unit,
the room number, and the name of the occupant in the room. The existing sign indicates
a room number and required braille as fixed information. The improved design displays the
name of the unit, room number, and braille as fixed information. Only the patient's name is
printed on a paper card and inserted into the transparant window. The developed sign design
and the definition and function of the directional sign are presented here, and the design
considerations list that was used when the design was developed is introduced to show what
the designer envisions for the improved sign design.
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Design Implementation
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Implementation
Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments
Specifications This is the last section of the guide. As a design manual, the document details descriptions of
each sign for system maintenance and other
designers'
use. Four sign designs are required in
the wayfinding sequence: an area identification sign, directional signs for the purple elevator
and the information desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center, and a room identification
sign for a patient's bedroom. Designers who read the guide can understand the requirement
for typeface, color, material, finish, contrast, mounting and possible location of each sign.
It shows detailes of the actual sign design in this section
Area Identification Sign
Directional Sign
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Specifications
SpKlficniorx
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Implementation
Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments
Specifications Designers who read the guide can understand the requirements for typeface, color,
material, finish, contrast, mounting and possible location of each sign that were considered
by the designer who developed the sign design. It shows details of the actual sign design in
this section.
Directional Sign: purple elevator
e Room Identification sign
Wayfinding Designer's Guide: Specifications
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The exhibition from March 29 to April 14 in the Bevier Gallery was a chance to display the
thesis project to the public.
The thesis project consisted of four panels, project definition, site audit, site evaluation and
design solutions. The first panel presented the project concept, definitions of wayfinding,
and the hospital user, hospital environments, and the problem statement of this thesis
project. The second panel presented the results of the site survey at Monroe Community
Hospital and at Highland Hospital. The third panel presented the results of the site evaluation
at Highland Hospital. The last panel presented the improved wayfinding design solutions for
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Highland Hospital.
Bevier Gallery Thesis Show
The thesis exhibition was on display in the gallery.
Panels in appendix C.
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Dissemination
Application Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments
A final application will be a book, Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments.
The guide is expected to be published and distributed to designers who are commissioned to
develop effective wayfinding solutions.
The contents of the guide include information that designers need to understand, which
is an overview of a hospital, wayfinding in a hospital, a checklist for designers, and design
implementation. The overview of a hospital presents the definition and elements of a hospital
environment, and the definition of hospital users: patients, staff, and visitors. Wayfinding
in a hospital presents the definition of wayfinding, wayfinding information that is used in
the wayfinding process, and a diagram that shows the wayfinding sequence
in hospital
environments. The checklist for wayfinding designers presents design considerations that
designers need to know and can use for an initial site evaluation before developing
solutions. It will be improved by other designers who use the checklist in the future.
The design implementation presents prototypical design suggestions. The suggestions are
improved sign design solutions for a frequently visited route in Highland Hospital.
The Wayfinding Designer's Guide will be used for designers who need
to develop
a wayfinding system. Most of all, the design
considerations list can be a useful tool for site
evaluation and the design solutions can be a prototype for other designers.
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Retrospective Evaluation
Self Evaluation
Overview While conducting this thesis project, the author had many valuable experiences, and
strengthened her understanding of research, analysis, project organization, and design
implementation. It was a chance for the designer to develop the ability to work through
a complex project from start to finish.
Design * Insight into Public Needs
* Designer's Responsibility
The design process was a chance to gain insight into public needs through a designer's eye,
and to think critically about what designers do for the betterment of society.
Research Development of Relationships with Experts from Many Fields
' Increased Confidence
The research process provided experiences to meet and develop relationships with many
new people. The interviews for the survey presented a significant challenge, but a valuable
learning experience. It was a chance to understand another culture and language while
conducting the interviews, and to do something interactive with more confidence.
Analysis * Broader Viewpoint
*
Understanding Society, Environment, and the Public
The analysis and organization process was a chance for this designer to have a broader
viewpoint understanding and organizing a project. Through this thesis project, the author
came to understand that a designer should consider not only formal design, but also content
and its relationship within other contexts: society, environment, and the users of the design
solution. In that way, designers find an appropriate solution that fits people's needs. This was
made particularly clear as the designer's native language is Korean. The authour developed
a unique awareness of language barriers from both sides as a designer who must develop
solutions for public use, and as a member of the public herself for whom English is
a second language. All of the experiences of this thesis project gave the author confidence
as a designer and improved the author's awareness of a designer's responsibility to
the public, society, and to the field of graphic design.
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Retrospective Evaluation
Outside Evaluation
Overview of The feedback received from the outsider evaluator was very important. From this feedback,
Outside the author can understand this thesis project's value and potential contribution for graphic
Evaluation design, as well as meeting future needs. The application was presented to architect Mike
Konopka of Konopka Architecture, PC. in Rochester, NY. The focus of this evaluation was the
checklist of design considerations for reviewing a site and considering sign design solutions
before and after a wayfinding solution has been designed.
In his overall evaluation, Mr. Konopka pointed out that the guide should include a brief
introduction and instructions. These kinds of guides should be used by design professionals
and it should be understood that a guide is not a recipe for success.
Evaluation of The author divided the checklist into two parts: the wayfinding system and the sign design
Design system. Mr. Konopka suggested revising the checklist with an annotated site and floor plans
Considerations showing circulation and key areas.
Checklist
Existing Facilities
It would also include an interview with key staff to better understand facilities and existing
problems, a description of the existing architectural character and materials. It would also
include a description of the corporate identity that should be evident in a sign design solution.
Design Review Checklist
The wayfinding system section is about understanding navigation,
navigational consistency,
design consistency and message clarity / communication. The Sign Design
System is about
design principles such as typography, visual imagery, braille, and permanent and changing
information. Visibility in sign design is about type size, sign size, color contrast, and
position
of signs. Clarity of sign design is about the number of colors, concise messages, logically
oriented text, and using plain English. Mr. Konopka suggested adding building code and
accessibility requirements to the
design considerations list.
Mr. Konopka's feedback was useful because his suggestions for the
checklist came from
another field; architecture, that is closely related to wayfinding design.
When improving
a wayfinding design solution,
designers and architects should collaborate to help each
other and suggest solutions for problems the other field's
experts can't solve alone.
His suggestions would help to develop a more complete checklist
that would be helpful
to graphic designers working on hospital
systems or other large, complex facilities.
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Conclusion
This thesis study began as an exploration to develop a prototype to help designers
expand their understanding of effective wayfinding systems for hospital environments.
The design considerations list was developed based on research, surveys and site
evaluations. The list reflects not only visual aspects, but also verbal and spatial aspects of
wayfinding design. When designers have a broad view of hospital environments, and a good
understanding of the wayfinding process they can suggest better solutions. The design
considerations list was organized and developed to this end. The thesis project was intended
to suggest a wayfinding solution to improve a hospital environment through improved
navigation. This enhanced navigation can relax a user's emotional state and improve a user's
ease of finding their way in a hospital.
During this thesis project, the author recognized the importance of designers in hospital
wayfinding design and the designer's responsibility to the public. The author can also
understand hospital environmental characteristics and
visitors'
thoughts and feelings
through this thesis project. When designers suggest an improved sign design for a hospital
environment, it can affect easy navigation and visitor convenience; thus, the design
contributes to more comfortable environments. While conducting the thesis project,
the author come to understand that designers should be thoughtful when they suggest
design solutions.
This thesis project contributes to the field of graphic design and to practicing designers by
organizing wayfinding considerations into a systematic
process. Wayfinding designers who
use the checklist for improving other wayfinding systems can develop the list more fully
and help other
designers'
wayfinding design processes. In the future, the checklist can be
improved by other wayfinding designers, and can be used as an
educational tool for new
wayfinding designers. It can help them quickly
understand wayfinding design. Hospital
environments and users have a universal commonality. This thesis project can be the first
step in the standardization of wayfinding
considerations. If the checklists continue to be
developed based on other wayfinding
designers'
experiences, they can help improve hospital
environments around the world.
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Glossary of Terms
Design Content
Architectural Refers to basic building components, such as walls, floors, ceilings, columns, doors, and
elements windows.
Cognitive The process or act of knowing.
Color coding The use of a limited number of nameable colors for visual orientation or directions.
Color deficiency Inability to distingush between certain colors.
Decision diagram A diagram of a decision plan, used for design or research purposes.
Decisionmaking Developing a plan of action to go somewhere.
Destination zone A group of destinations in an area to which people can be directed: the grouping can be on
an functional basisfe.g. shopping) or on a spatial basis (e.g. a given part of a building such as
the concourse)
Landmark A fixed marker used to designate a location and to aid in the navigation of an environment;
includes buildings, monuments, or other easily identifiable elements of the landscape.
Signage A system of signs intended to communicate directional, informational, or emergency
information to occupants or visitors.
Spatial Relating to the characteristics of space.
Wayfinding Finding one's way to a destination; spatial problem solving comprising three interdependent
processes; decision making, decision executing, and information processing.
First use: by the American architect Kevin Lynch in his book, The Image of the C/fy(1960).
Make one's way, to travel or proceed in an intended direciton or to a certain place.
WayiarerC\ 440), a traveller by road, especially one who travels on foot.
Wayfaring (1836), travelling or journeying by road, usually a wayfaring man, a traveller by road.
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Some definitions were consulted from Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary,
10th Edition, 1997.
Administrator One who administers, especially one who works as a manager in a business,
government agency, or school.
Supplementary, auxiliary -- functioning in a subsidiary capacity.
Emergency room The room or department in a hospital where people are taken who have severe injuries
or sudden illness for emergency treatment. The abbreviation ER is often used.
Hospital An institution that provides medical, surgical or psychiatric care and treatment
for the sick or the injured.
Doctor A person who is trained in the healing arts and licensed to practice.
Nurse A person who is educated and trained to care for the sick or disabled.
Emergency-room A patient who is admitted to a section of a health care facility
patients which provided rapid treatment to victims of sudden illness or trauma.
Inpatient A patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for treatment that requires
at leastone overnight stay.
Outpatient A patient who is periodically admitted to a hospital or clinic for treatment
that does not require an overnight stay.
One-day patient A patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for treatment that requires
either one day or one overnight stay.
Patient One who receives medical attention, care, or treatment.
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Highland Finding Your Way Survey for
Hospital in The Hospital
Thank you for participating!
1 am focusing my masters thesis on
improving wayfinding for hospitals.
1 am not asking for your name,













I am a l~l new n returning
patient /visitor patient /visitor
3 What is your reason for your hospital visit?
U I'm an out-patient U I'm a familymember or friend visiting
U I'm a day patient a patient
Information Sent 4 Did you receive directions to find yourway in this hospital?
Prior to Your Visit D No informationwas sent U 1 received written directions
? 1 received a printed map ? 1 had no need for directions
U 1 received spoken directions over the phone
5 The information I received prior to my visit U strongly LI agree U strongly
is easy to understand. agree disagree
Reception Desk 6 Did you have any difficulties finding U no Li some ? many
the reception desk in this hospital? difficulties difficulties difficulties
7 Did you see any directional signs and
confirmation signs forthe reception desk?
? yes ? no
Your Joumey from 8 Did you have any difficulties finding your U no ? some D many
Rcecption Desk to destination in this hospital? difficulties difficulties difficulties
Your 1st Destination
9 Did you ask anyone for directions other than at the information desk?




Did you use signs to find your way? C yes ? no
11 Were there directional signs to tell you IZ yes ? no
go straight ahead, turn left or turn right?
12 The signs are easy to follow. Q strongly ? no ? strongly
13 The size of the letters on the signs
agree disagree
LJ strongly Li agree U strongly
is large enough to read easily. agree disagree
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Thank you for participating!
I am focusing my masters thesis on
improving wayfinding for hospitals.
I am not asking for your name,







D 1 8 or younger
l~l 18 to 34
2 I am a
3 35 to 64





3 What is your reason for your hospital visit?
D I'm an out-patient
? I'm a day patient
I'm a family member or friend visiting
a patient
Information Sent
Prior to Your Visit
4 Did you receive directions to find your way in this hospital?
? No informationwas sent D I received written directions
n I received a printed map H I had no need for directions
U I received spoken directions over the phone
5 The information I received prior to my visit D strongly
is easy to understand.
agree
D agree U strongly
disagree
Reception Desk 6 Did you have any difficulties finding
the reception desk in this hospital?
7 Did you see any directional signs and
confirmation signs for the reception desk?





S Did you have any difficulties finding your u no
Li some U many
destination in this hospital?
difficulties difficulties difficulties
9 Did you ask anyone for directions other than at the
information desk?
D yea. answers were clear
U no
10 Did you use signs to find your way?
11 Were there directional signs to tell you
go straight ahead, turn left or turn right?
12 The signs are easy to follow.
13 The size of the letters on the signs
is large enough to read easily.
n yes, answerswere not clear.
C yes C no
C yes ? no
? strongly ? no ? strongly
agree disagree
!J strongly ? agree U strongly
agree disagree
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Thank you for participating!
I am focusing my masters thesis on
improving wayfinding for hospitals.
I am not asking for your name,








U 18 or younger 3 35 to 64
n 18 to 34 ? 65 and old




3 What is your reason for your hospital visit?
I_l I'm an out-patient
U I'm a program attendee
U I'm a family member or friend visiting
a patient
Information Sent
Prior to Your Visit
4 Did you receive directions to find your way in this hospital?
U No information was sent D I received written directions
n I received a printed map Pi I had no need for directions
U I received spoken directions overthe phone
5 The information I received prior to my visit D strongly
is easy to understand. agree
? agree LI strongly
disagree
Reception Desk 6 Did you have any difficulties finding
the reception desk in this hospital?
U no
difficulties
7 Did you see any directional signs and D yes









8 Did you have any difficulties finding your ? no ? some
destination in this hospital? difficulties difficulties
9 Did you ask anyone for directions other than at the information desk?
many
difficulties
U yes, answers were clear
U no
10 Did you use signs to find your way?
11 Were there directional signs to tell you
go straight ahead, turn left or turn right?
12 The signs are easy to follow.
13 The size of the letters on the signs
is large enough to read easily.
D yes, answerswere not clear.
? yes ? no
? yes ? no
? strongly ? no G strongly
agree disagree
U strongly LI agree LI strongly
agree disagree
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14 The size of the signs were large enough U strongly L agree a strongly
to see clearly. agree disagree
15 The contrast of color is strong enough l_i strongly J agree u strongly
to read the signs clearly. agree disagree
16 The signs are in the best location D strongly J agree
L~
strongly
to read clearly. agree disagree
17 The meaning of the words on the signs LJ strongly J agree a strongly
were easy to understand. agree
? not 3 just right
disagree
18 Are the number of signs enough c too
in this hospital? enough many
19 Were you evermisled by directional signs? 3 frequently 171 1 or 2 times c never
20 Did symbols and visual images on the signs TJ yes D no
help you understand the directions?
21 Did you notice any color-coding used
to indicate areas ordirections to follow?
22 Were the colors clear in identifying
areas ordirections to follow?
23 Colors were useful to help me find my way.
24 Did you notice any maps in the hospital?










26 Were there signs to help you to know
that you had reached the area or room you
were looking for?
3 no
Going toOther Places 27 Were there
signs to help you know
in The Hospital how to get to a 2nd destination
in this hospital?
? yes
Finding YourWayOut 28 Were there signs to help you
go back to the lobby to exit the hospital?
U yes
Level of Stress 28 Whatwas your level of stress
when you arrived at the hospital?
30 Howwere you feeling about the hospital











? neutral D very
stressful
? neutral ? very
uneasy
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Appendix B
Survey Result Highland Hospital
Total number of survey questionnaires is 50.
Profile 1 Age
0 18 or younger
3 18 to 34
34 35 to 64
4 65 and older
2 I am a
25 new patient/ visitor
25 returning patient/ visitor
3 What is your reason for your hospital visit?
0 I'm an out-patient
2 I'm a day patient
48 I'm a family member or friend visiting a patient
Information 4 Did you receive directions to find your way in this hospital?
Sent Prior to 5 No information was sent
Visit 8 I received written directions
5 I received a printed map
23 I had no need for idrections
9 I received spoken directions over the phone




Reception Desk 6 Did you have any difficulties finding the reception




7 Did you see any directional signs and
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Appendix B
Survey Result Highland Hospital
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 50.
Journey from 8 Did you have any difficulties finding your destination in this hospital?
Reception Desk 40 no difficulties
to First 9 some difficulties
Destination 1 many difficulties
9 Did you ask anyone for directions other than at the information desk?
18 yes, answers were clear
0 yes, answers were not clear
32 no
1 0 Did you use signs to find your way?
45 yes
5 no
1 1 Were there directional signs to tell you go straight ahead, turn left or turn right?
45 yes
5 no
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Appendix B
Survey Result Highland Hospital
Total number of survey questionnaires is 50.
Journey from 16 The signs are in the best location to read clearly.
Reception Desk 18 strongly agree
to First 28 agree
Destination 4 strongly disagree








19 Were you ever misled by directional signs?
1 frequently
14 1 or 2 times
35 never
20 Did symbols and visual images on the signs help you understand the directions?
41 yes
9 no
21 Did you notice any color-coding used to indicate
areas or directions to follow?
34 yes
16 no
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Appendix B
Survey Result Highland Hospital
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 50.
Journey from 24 Did you notice any maps in the hospital?
Reception Desk 7 yes
to First 43 no
Destination








Going to 27 Were there signs to help you know how to get to a second destination in this hospital?
Other Places in 46 yes
the Hospital 4 no
Finding 28 Were there signs to help you go back to the lobby to exit the hospital?
the Way Out 47 yes
3 no
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Appendix B
Survey Result Monroe Community Hospital
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 30.
1 Age
0 18 or younger
6 18 to 34
20 35 to 64
4 65 and older
2 1 am a
11 new patient/ visitor
19 returning patient / visitor
3 What is your reason for your hospital visit?
1 I'm an out-patient
8 I'm a program attendee
21 I'm a family member or friend visiting a patient
Information 4 Did you receive directions to find your way in this hospital?
Sent Prior to 4 No information was sent
Visit 3 I received written directions
2 I received a printed map
16 I had no need for idrections
5 I received spoken directions over the phone




Reception Desk 6 Did you have any difficulties finding the reception




7 Did you see any directional signs and
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Appendix B
Survey Result Monroe Community Hospital
Total number of people who participated in the survey: 30.
Journey from 8 Did you have any difficulties finding your destination in this hospital?
Reception Desk 28 no difficulties
to First 2 some difficulties
Destination 0 many difficulties
9 Did you ask anyone for directions other than at the information desk?
8 yes, answers were clear
0 yes, answers were not clear
22 no
10 Did you use signs to find your way?
14 yes
16 no
11 Were there directional signs to tell you go straight ahead, turn left or turn right?
13 yes
17 no
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Appendix B
Survey Result Monroe Community Hospital
Total number of survey questionnaires is 30.
Journey from 16 The signs are in the best location to read clearly.
Reception Desk 3 strongly agree
to First 19 agree
Destination 8 strongly disagree








19 Were you ever misled by directional signs?
0 frequently
6 1 or 2 times
24 never
20 Did symbols and visual images on the signs help you understand the directions?
15 yes
15 no
21 Did you notice any color-coding used to indicate
areas or directions to follow?
3 yes
27 no









Improving Existing Wayfinding Theory for Hospital Environments
Appendix B
Survey Result Monroe Community Hospital
Total number of survey questionnaires is 30.
Journey from 24 Did you notice any maps in the hospital?
Reception Desk 11 yes
to First 19 no
Destination








Going to 27 Were there signs to help you know how to get to a second destination in this hospital?
Other Places in 12 yes
the Hospital 18 no
Finding 28 Were there signs to help you go back to the lobby to exit the hospital?
the Way Out 13 yes
17 no
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Appendix C
MFA Thesis Thesis panel 1
Introduction to the thesis project.
Improving ExistingWayfindingTheory for Hospital Environment
Introduction
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MFA Thesis Thesis panel 2
Exhibition Research: Survey at Highland Hospital and Monroe Community Hospital
Hospital Research
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MFA Thesis Thesis panel 3
Exhibition Research: Site evaluation at Highland Hospital
Hospital Research
Site Evaluation
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Exhibition Application: Design solutions for The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Hignland Hospital.
Application
Wayfinding Designer's Guide - for Hospital Environment
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Wayfinding Designer's Guide for Hospital Environments
Contents
1 Overview of Hospital
Understanding Hospital Environment
Understanding Hospital User
3 Wayfinding in Hospital
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Wayfinding Sequence




















Hospital is a facility that provides specific service to the public.
Because of its specific purpose, hospital environments are very unique than other facilities.
Hospital environmental characteristics are sources of information that can help visitors find
their way, or cause them confusion.
Environment original building structure
new additions






Overview According to the relationship between user and hospital service, hospital users are divided
into three groups.
The first user group includes people who receive medical service. The second user group
includes people who visit a hospital to see patients. The third user group people who provide
medical and other services.
Patients Inpatients a patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for
treatment that requires more at least one overnight stay.
Outpatients a patient who is periodically admitted to a hospital or
clinic for treatment that does not require
an overnight stay.
One-day patients a patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for
treatment that requires either one day or
one overnight stay.
Emergency- room patients a patient who is admitted to a section of a health care
facility which provides rapid treatment to victims of








a patient who uses ancillary services in a hospital.
a person who visits a hospital to see a patient or
bring a patient to the hospital.
doctor
a person who is trained in the healing arts and licensed
to practice.
nurse
a person who is educated and trained to care for the sick
or disabled.
administrators, facility staff,





Wayfinding How people find theirway to their intended destinations;
combination of information that helps people reach their destinations.
Finding one's way to a destination; spatial problem solving comprising three interdependent
processes; decision making, decision executing, and information processing.
Definition of There are many sources of information that help people find their way in a hospital. During
Wayfinding a wayfinding process in hospital environments, people combine and synthesis sources of
Information information, decide directions, and follow decisions.
Information in a hospital is categorized into three groups following information characteristics.
* Visual Information
Wayfinding systems and signage: direction, confirmation, identification, caution, regulatory,
and other signs in hospital environments.
Verbal Information
Spoken descriptions and directions by hospital staff: volunteers, receptionists, security
guards, and other hospital users: patients and visitors.
Spatial Information
Building structure, units, levels, waiting areas, intersections, corridors, elevators, doors,




Person needs to go to a hospital
as a patient to visit to work
Find the Site
Find an Entrance to the Site
Parking
Find the Destination Building




?j Locate Destination within the Building
Follow Route to Destination
Find Room/Area Identification
Arrive at First Destination Arrive at Final Destination
Follow the Reverse Route (Return to Lobby)
The red area is a loop of wayfinding process inside a hospital, because some users have




Overview of When hospital wayfinding designers develop a wayfinding system, designers could
Checklist evaluate a site using this checklist and understand the site's characteristics before developing
the system.
Environment Structural Complexity
D Number of buildings
? Number of levels
? Number of departments
? Number of pathways
? Number of users per day
Environmental Difficulties
? Lighting conditions
? Complexity of building structure






? Lack of familliarity
? Lack of information about a hospital








Wayfinding Navigation Consistency: should be under the same wayfinding system for easy navigation.
System ? Usage of a same system
Checklist for Designers
Design Considerations


























? Color contrast between type color and sign background color
? Position of signs
Clarity
? Color




Enhancing the HospitalWayfinding System
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center at Highland Hospital
About Highland Hospital
the Hospital It is a hospital that provides a women's care, gastric bypass programs and primary care.
It opened in 1889. In 2004 ongoing building renovation.
Wayfinding To develop the wayfinding design, the designer needed to ascertain the route from the main
Sequence lobby to The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. This route is one of the most frequently
used routes in the hospital. Next, the designer evaluated the route and the wayfinding
difficulties along the route.
Wayfinding Sequence
? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to information Desk of The hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk Of the Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Design Decision Color decision:purple
It is a color that has long represented the Hartfelder Family Maternity Center, the third floor,
and the elevators that provide service from the main lobby to the third floor, so the designer
incorporated its use in the design solution.
Typeface Decisions
In selecting an appropriate typeface for a sign design, there were two main considerations
harmony with the hospital's modern looking environment and communication with users.
It follows ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG) and SEGD's
White Paper.
Material
Internally illuminated signs work as lighting for the area, and as a way to increase legibility of
signs for visitors. The main material is an acrylic panel with a cutvinyl text. The material
decision was influenced by design solutions at Monsanto Childcare Center that achieve two
functions: patient's relaxation and room or area identification. The design solutions in this
thesis project also serve two functions: as a sign and as lighting.
Other Possible Solution Suggestions
Kiosk and eletronic information panels are possible materials for signs, mainly for
confirmation and navigating any area in the hospital.
Design Implementation
Enhancing the Hospital Wayfinding System
Proceed to the Information Desk in theMain Lobby
Sequence Proceed to the Information Desk in theMain Lobby
D Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Arrive at information desk in main lobby,
of the User and ask for directions to The Hartfelder Family
Maternity Center.
Potential Sign Design Inconsistency
Problems This hospital has at least two sign design
Identified systems: one old and one new. Some places
use old signs, other places use new signs.
The identification signs at the information
desk are a recent design solution.
There are two separate areas, labeled
information desk and surgical information.
Each sign clearly identifies the information
desk and surgical information and uses the
same format with typeface, size, color, and
good legibility. The signs at the information
desk in the main lobby are part of a recent
design solution. There is no problem in this
area; the problem is that the recent design
solution was not applied consistently
along the route from the
main lobby to







Enhancing the Hospital Wayfinding System
Use Purple Elevator
Sequence ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Take a purple elevator and follow the route to the information desk of The Hartfelder Family
of the User Maternity Center.
Potential There are identification signs for the purple
Problems elevator that provides service from the main
Identified lobby to The Hartfelder Family Maternity
Center on the third floor.
* Sign Design Inconsistency
Signs use a range of materials, and sizes.
Lettering, size, typeface and colors are different. The purple elevator sign uses only capital
letters; some others use upper and lowercase letters.
Visibility Problems
The elevator sign is too small to see, read, for the viewing distance.
Environmental Issues
Lighting problems. It is dark and difficult to find and read the elevator sign.
Solution * Sign Design Consistency
Elevator is identified by the name of the color,
a colored bar and the name of the centerwith
an arrow.
* Enhance Visibility
Enlarge text size and sign size with light
letters on a dark background.
Enhance Environment
Make brighterwith more lighting in the area.
Design Implementation
Purple Elevator
The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Directional Sign Purple Elevator
Definition Elevator identification / directional signs are signs that label an elevator name, intended unit or
department name, and direction. It helps people navigate and decide on the direction.
Function Clearly labels locations or destinations and graphically displays in which direction to go.
Provides directions and necessary information at decision points.
Design Wayfinding System
Considerations ? color clarity: color coding should be clear to understand, read and follow.
? wayfinding system consistency: should be under the same wayfinding system.
? design consistency: should use the same design system inside building complex.
D message clarity of direction: provide clear direction.
? message communication of direction: provide clear information to easily understand.
Sign Design
Design
? typography: show information using the same typography that clearly indicates information
and helps users to easily read.
Visibility
? type size: letters should be easily read given reading time and viewing distance.
? sign size: should be easy to read, understand, and follow.
? color contrast (between type color and background color): should be easy to read.
? position of signs: should be located at decision points and in easily readable place.
Clarity
? color: the number of colors should be limited to about seven, and be distinctively different
from the other colors in the same system for easy navigation.
? message: concise message.
? language: should be clear and in plain English.
? text: should be logically oriented without hyphenation.
Environment




Enhancing the Hospital Wayfinding System
Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Sequence ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action
of the User
Arrive at the third floor and follow route.
Potential There are several area identification signs at
Problems The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center.
Identified The first identification sign that is placed on
the wall in front of the purple elevator. Visitors
can see this sign as the elevator door opens.
It is one of several identification signs in the
area. Each area identification sign has
a different format with different mounting
formats, typefaces, materials, type sizes,
sign sizes and use of visual imagery.
Design Inconsistency
Identification and confirmation signs use
different design formats, typefaces, materials,
sizes, and visual images.
Problematic Location of Signs
Signs are in places where they can easily
go unnoticed.
Solution Design Consistency
Area identification and directional signs use
the same design format and color coding, so
they are visually connected to each other;
visitors can follow easier than before.
Location of Signs
Display signs at main decision points such as





Identification Sign The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Definition Area identification / confirmation signs identify the unit or department
Function Clearly labels an area.
Provides name of the unit.
Design Wayfinding System
Considerations ? color clarity: color coding should be clear to understand, read and confirm the area.
? wayfinding system consistency: should be under the same wayfinding system.
? design consistency: should use the same design system inside building complex.
? message clarity of identification: clearly confirm the area.
? message communication of identification: provide clear information that helps navigation.
Sign Design
Design
? typography: show information using the same typography that clearly indicates information
and helps users to easily read.
* Visibility
? type size: letters should be easily read given reading time and viewing distance.
? sign size: should be easy to read, understand, and follow.
? color contrast (between type color and background color): should be easy to read.
? position of signs: should be located at easily readable and in proper place.
* Clarity
? color: the number of colors should be limited to about seven, and be distinctively
different
from the other colors in the same system for easy navigation.
? message: concise message.
? language: should be clear and in plain English.
D text: should be logically oriented without hyphenation.
Environment
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Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk
Sequence ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
D Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action
of the User
Follow route to the information desk at The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center.
Potential * Design Inconsistency
Problems Directional signs in the pathway use different
Identified materials, typefaces, and arrow shapes.
Problematic Location of Signs
The first directional sign is placed behind
a pillar and right above a desk. Another
directional sign that leads people to the
information desk at The Hartfelder Family
Maternity Center is placed in the top right
corner above a glass door to the right of
the pathway. These locations are easy to pass
by without seeing the sign.
Environmental Issues
There is a lighting problem; the sign is in
the shadows cast by the overhead fixture.
Solution Design Consistency




Display the sign giving directions to
the information desk at the first intersection.
Enhance Environment
Find better location for a sign with better




The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Directional Sign Information of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center




Clearly labels an area.
Provides name of the unit.
Wayfinding System
? color clarity: color coding should be clear to understand, read and confirm the area.
? wayfinding system consistency: should be under the same wayfinding system.
? design consistency: should use the same design system inside building complex.
D message clarity of identification: clearly confirm the area.
? message communication of identification: provide clear information that helps navigation.
Sign Design
Design
D typography: show information using the same typography that clearly indicates information
and helps users to easily read.
Visibility
? type size: letters should be easily read given reading time and viewing
distance.
? sign size: should be easy to read, understand, and follow.
? color contrast (between type color and background color): should be easy to read.
? position of signs: should be located at easily readable and in proper place.
Clarity
? color: the number of colors should be limited to about seven, and be distinctively
different
from the other colors in the same system for easy navigation.
? message: concise message.
? language: should be clear and in plain English.
? text: should be logically oriented without hyphenation.
Environment
? lighting conditions: should consider lighting at
places around the signs.
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Enhancing the Hospital Wayfinding System
Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Sequence ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Arrive at Information Desk ofThe Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action Arrive at information desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center. Ask for directions to




There is no identification / confirmation sign
for the information desk at The Hartfelder
Family Maternity Center.
Solution Design Consistency
Repetition of identification sign anounces and
confirms the area.
* Location of Signs
Originally, there is no identification sign.
Display identification sign above
the information desk; this location is simillar





Identification Sign The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Definition Area identification / confirmation signs identify the unit or department.
Function Clearly labels an area.
Provides name of the unit.
Design Wayfinding System
Considerations ? color clarity: color coding should be clear to understand, read and confirm the
area.
? wayfinding system consistency: should be under the same wayfinding
system.
? design consistency: should use the same design system inside building complex.
? message clarity of identification: clearly confirm the area.
? message communication of identification: provide clear information that helps navigation.
Sign Design
* Design
? typography: show information using the same typography that clearly indicates
information
and helps users to easily read.
Visibility
? type size: letters should be easy to read given reading time and viewing
distance.
D sign size: should be easy to read, understand, and follow.
? color contrast (between type color and background color): should be easy to
read.
? position of signs: should be located at easily readable and in proper
place.
Clarity
? color: the number of colors should be limited to about seven, and be distinctively
different
from the other colors in the same system for easy navigation.
? message: conciese message.
? language: should be clear and in plain English.
? text: should be logically oriented without hyphenation.
Environment
? lighting conditions: should consider lighting
at places around the signs.
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Enhancing the HospitalWayfinding System
Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Sequence ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
D Proceed to Patient's Bedroom 311
Intended Action
of the User
Arrive at patient's bedroom 311 in the same area.
Potential Sign Design Inconsistency
Problems Use various typeface for the room number
Identified and name of the area. Due to color contrast
and text size, it is difficult to read the name
of the unit - The Hartfelder Family Maternity
Center. The existing room identification sign
is changeable with a visual imagea lilac
that represents the Family Maternity Center.
It uses the same color and same
visual imagery as one of
the area identification signs.
Solution * Sign Design Consistency
This identification can change and update
a message such as the name of occupants
in a room.
Use the same typeface with the other signs
in the area.






Identification Sign Patient's Bedroom at The Hartfelder FamilyMaternity Center
Definition Room identification signs identify the name of the occupant in the room.
Function Clearly labels a mane of occupants.
Provides name of the unit.
Design Wayfinding System
Considerations n color clarity: color coding should be clear to understand, read and confirm the area
and room.
? wayfinding system consistency: should be under the same wayfinding system.
? design consistency: should use the same design system inside building complex.
? message clarity of identification: clearly confirm the name of the occupant in the
room.
? message communication of identification, provide clear information that helps
to find right room.
Sign Design
Design
? typography: show information using the same typography that clearly indicates information
and helps users to easily read.
? braille: fixed information should be shown in a grade 2 Braille.
? fixed information: should have permanent names and numbers
? flexible information: should have windows and change nameplate card for rooms where
the names change.
Visibility
? type size: letters should be easily read given reading time and viewing distance.
? sign size: should be easy to read, understand, and follow.
? color contrast (between type color and background color): should be easy to
read.
? position of signs: on the wall adjacent to the latch side of the door. 60 inches
above the finish floor to the centerline of the sign.
Clarity
? color: the number of colors should be limited to about seven, and be distinctively
different
from the other colors in the same system for easy navigation.
? message: concise message.
? language: should be clear and in plain English.
? text: should be logically oriented without hyphenation.
Environment
? lighting conditions: should consider lighting at







Location ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk ofThe Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center














dark grey / pantone Black 2 C
white




enough thickness to hold lighting inside a sign
Finish Characters
Background
eggshell,matte, or other non-glare finish
eggshell,matte, or other non-glare finish







The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Location ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder FamilyMaternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center





















3 inches minimum cap height
dark grey / pantone Black 2 C
white
purple / pantone 2583 C
acrylic sheet, silkscreen
enough thickness to hold lighting inside a sign
eggshell, matte, or other non-glare finish
eggshell,matte, or other non-glare finish







The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
Location Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
? Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center














3 inches minimum cap height
dark grey / pantone Black 2 C
white




enough thickness to hold lighting inside a sign
Finish Characters
Background
eggshell, matte, or other non-glare finish
eggshell,matte, or other non-glare finish





Location ? Proceed to the Information Desk in the Main Lobby
? Use Purple Elevator
? Exit Purple Elevator on the Third Floor
? Proceed toWaiting Area / Intersection
D Find the Pathway to Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity
Center
? Arrive at Information Desk of The Hartfelder Family Maternity Center
















dark grey / pantone Black 2 C
white
purple / pantone 2583 C
Material
Thickness
acrylic sheet, silkscreen, paper name card
various
Letters and numerals shall be raised 1/32 in, upper case, sans serif
or simple serif type,
shall be accompanied with Grad 2 Braille.
Characters
Background





light characters on a dark background
on the wall adjacent to the latch side of the door
mounting height: 60 in above the
finish floor to
the centerline of the sign
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